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We deal with the problem of labeling the edges of a graph in such a way that the 
labels of the edges incident with any vertex add up to a value prescribed for that 
vertex. We show that the use of elementary column operations on the incidence 
matrix is fruitful in giving easy proofs of theorems on magic graphs and labeling 
[ 1. 3. 41. The method can be visualized in the graph and also leads to a simple 
proof of a theorem in 12) on the multiplkity of -2 as an eigenvalue of a line graph. 
We also deal with mixed graphs. the label of a directed edge being subtracted at its 
initial vertex. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
G is a finite connected graph without loops, P = (x,,...., xpp ,} is its vertex- 
set and L = (m, ,..., m,} is its edge-set. We do not exclude multiple edges. F 
denotes an abelian group or a ring. A function r: P --t F is called an index- 
vector: it is identified with the column-“vector” with components r(x;). A 
function s: L --t F is called a labeling; it is likewise identified with a vector. It 
is called a labeling for the index-vector r if CmEE,x(m) = r(xi). 
i = O,..., p - 1, where Ej is the set of edges incident with xi. 
The labelings for r = 0 form an abelian group or an F-module, of which 
those for any other r, if existing, form a coset. In the first part of 141 Stewart 
uses the above set of linear equations to derive bounds for the dimensions of 
the spaces of labelings for r = 0 and for constant r when F = [R; precise 
results for these cases appeared in the internal report of Brouwer 111. In 13 1 
Doob uses concrete labelings and matroids of chain groups to settle the 
general case: F as above, r unrestricted. 
Now the matrix of the above set of linear equations is the incidence matrix 
of G. Whereas the reasoning in 141 in fact uses row operations on this 
matrix, we propose the use of column operations. They run parallel to 
certain operations on the graph, and reveal, for instance, immediately a set of 
basic solutions for r = 0. These solutions are no others than those introduced 
by Doob directly in the graph, but the use of matroids can be avoided. 
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We point out that the reader who prefers to think of F as a field can free 
himself from some details; on the other hand, the results as given on the 
ranks of free modules are applicable for rings more general than integral 
domains. 
1. COLUMN OPERATIONS ON THE INCIDENCE MATRIX 
With G as in Section 0, let I, be the incidence matrix of G, i.e., the p X q 
matrix with 1 in cell (i, j) if xi is incident with mj, 0 otherwise. We choose a 
well-known numbering as follows. Select a spanning tree T, choose a “root” 
-ql 3 and then number successively the vertices at distance 1, at distance 2, 
etc., from x0, distances taken in T. Thus for every j, j = l...., p - 1, there is 
precisely one edge (xi, xj) in T with i < j. This edge is taken to be mj. The 
edges outside the tree are numbered arbitrarily m,,...., m,. Then Zc takes the 
form 
(column numbers l,..., q, row numbers 0 ,..., p - 1). The part left of the bar is 
Zr, the incidence matrix of the spanning tree. 
Consider a vertex xi, and let xj, x~,,..., x,+, x0 be the (unique) path in T 
from xj to x0. Denoting by ci the ith column of I, we find: 
‘j - ‘k, f ‘kz - .‘* + (-l)rCk,= (-1)‘. 0 )..., 0, 1, 0 . . . . . 0)‘. 
Since j > k, > . . . > k,, this means that there is an upper triangular 
(p - 1) x (p - 1) matrix D with elements 0, f 1 and an all-one diagonal 
such that 
The top row has +1(-l) in position j if xj has odd (even) distance from x0 
in T. 
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Next consider a column of B and suppose its l’s are in rowsj and k, j < k. 
Subtracting columns j and k of I,D from it (or only column k if j = 0) we 
get (0 ,..., O)‘, (2,0 ,..., 0)’ or (-2, 0 ,..., O)l, depending on whether the distances 
in T from xj and xk to x,, have unequal parity, are 
After a suitable renumbering of the edges outside T 
both even or both odd. 
we thus have 
-2 . . -2
1. 
Here C is an upper triangular integer q x q matrix with an all-one diagonal. 
In fact C = (f f )( ‘, T), where E is a (0, -1) ma rix t with one or two -1’s 
in every column, so C is a (0, kl, f2) matrix, (For example, a -2 in cell 
(i, j) of C means that j > p - 1 and that we have for both endpoints of mj: 
xi lies on the path in T from that endpoint to x0 and is passed after an odd 
number of steps.) 
Note that G may be reconstructed from C and p (p is necessary since the 
path and the cycle of length 4 have the same C). 
Denote by E and 0 the numbers of vertices at even and at odd distance, 
respectively, from x0 in T, i.e., the numbers of vertices in the two stable 
vertex-sets of T in which P is partitioned. Then the sum of the elements in 
the top row of Z,D is 0 - E + 1 (the + 1 since x,, is counted in E). 
If F is a ring with unit element 1, we can consider the elements of I, and 
C as elements of F. Then the submodules of the right (or left) module FP 
generated by the columns of I, and I,C, respectively, are the same, due to 
the fact that C’ exists over Z (it describes the inverse column operations 
and is upper triangular (0, 1) matrix, since, as is clear from the form of I,C, 
reconstruction of I, from I,C means adding one or two suitable columns of 
I,D to certain columns). 
2. ADMISSIBLE INDEX-VECTORS 
Let G, F and r be as in Section 0. Now x is a labeling for r iff I,x = r (the 
integers of Z, operating on the elements of the L-module F). We can also 
write (I,C)(C-'x) = r, C-’ being a matrix of integers. Let us denote now by 
c, ,.... cq the columns of I,C. It follows that the index-vectors for which a 
labeling exists are precisely those that can be written as 
r,a, + cza* + ..’ t c,a,. aif F. 
Let us call those vectors admissible index-vectors. If F is a ring with unit 
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element 1, they form the F-module as in Section 1. The form of Z,C gives 
the Theorems 1 and 1’. 
THEOREM 1. Zf F is an integral domain, the admissible index-vectors for 
G form a free F-module. Its rank is p - 1 if G is bipartite or char F = 2; it is 
p if G is not bipartite and char F f 2. 
Note that if the rank is p, the module is Fp, i.e., all index-vectors are 
admissible, unless char F = 0 and 2 is not invertible in F. Also note that we 
still have free modules in more genera1 situation, e.g., F a ring with unit 
element 1 and G bipartite or 2 . 1 = 0 in F (rank p - 1) or G not bipartite 
and 2 . 1 not a zero-divisor (rank p). 
THEOREM 1’ (M. Doob). Zf F is an abelian group and y,,..., y,, are the 
vertices of G, then 
(i) if G is bipartite, then r is an admissible index-vector l&T 
JJi= 1 r(yi) = Cp=,+ I r( yi) where ( y, ,..., y,} and ( y,, 1 ,..., y,} are the stable 
sets of the bipartition, 
(ii) if G is not bipartite, then r is an admissible index-vector lfl 
~~=I r( yi) = 2f for some f E F. 
(Theorem 1’ is part of Theorem 2.11 in [3]; Theorem 1, of course, follows 
also from Theorem l’.) 
Given an admissible r one can find a labeling for it by solving (ZGC)y = r 
and multiplying a solution by C. The genera1 solution for y if r = 0 has the 
form (0 ,..., O7 aP ,..., a,, aI+r ,..., a,) with aj E F and 2(a,+, + ... + 
a,-aS+l-+.. - aq) = 0, t -p + 1 being the number of zeros in the top row 
of I, C, so we have, multiplication by C being an automorphism of Fp if F is 
a ring: 
THEOREM 2 (M. Doob). Zf F is an integral domain, the labelings of G 
for the index-vector 0 form a free F-module. Its rank is 
q - p + 1 if G is bipartite or char F = 2, 
q -p if G is not bipartite and char F # 2. 
(This is Theorem 3.2 of [3]). 
Here too we could make more genera1 statements. For example, if F is a 
ring with unit element 1 and 2 . 1 is not a zero-divisor, we have a free two- 
sided module of rank q - p + 1 if G is bipartite, q -p if G is not bipartite. 
We remark that, for general F, the solutions we get on multiplying by C 
the vector (O,..., 0, a, 0 ,..., 0)’ with a in position j, p < j < t, are the ones 
called a,x, by Doob. His 6, ye we get from (0 ,..., 0, 3, 0 ,..., 0)’ with b in 
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position j, t < j < q and 26 = 0, and c,z, from (0 ,..., 0, c, 0 ,..., 0. kc, 0 ,..., 0)’ 
with the first c in position t + 1. 
EXAMPLES. Let F be a ring with unit element 1. If 
cj = (1, o,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0)’ and ck = (2, 0 ,..., 0)’ are columns of Z,C, they are 
admissible index-vectors. We get particular labelings for them in the first 
case by assigning alternatingly the labels f 1 to the edges of the path in T 
from Xj to x,, and in the second case by selecting an edge (x,.,x,) between 
points whose distances from x0 in T have equal parity, labeling the paths 
from x, and X, to x0 as before ending with +l, adding the labels on their 
common edges and labeling appropriately (x,, x,~) by +l or -1. 
3. PICTURES 
We visualize the reduction of I, to Z,D given in Section 1 as follows. We 
picture the subtraction of ck, from cj by the replacement of the edge (xkl, xj) 
by a directed edge (xk, , ,uj); the subsequent addition of ck, by replacement of 
this directed edge by an undirected edge (x,~,x,), and so on. Thus in each 
stage of the process the matrix can be considered as the incidence-matrix of 
the (mixed) graph, a directed edge being accounted for by -I for its initial 
point. We think of the process as starting with j = p - 1, i.e., we first treat 
the last column of Zr, thus always subtracting columns with two +l’s. 
although this is not necessary (see Section 5). In Fig. 1 we also see how a 
solution of Z,y = r shifts to one of (Z,D)z = r, the latter being a labeling of 
the new graph for the same indexing vector r if labels of directed edges are 
understood to be subtracted at their initial points. The root is thought of as 
being above, as in the matrix, the labels are written at the edges, and the 
relevant columns of the matrices are given. The result is a star with center 
FIGURE I 
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FIGURE 2 
x0 3 undirected edges to the vertices at odd distance from x0 in T, directed 
edges to the others. 
From Fig. 2 it will be clear how the operations on the right part of I, are 
carried out pictorially once T has been transformed into the star graph. We 
get directed loops for edges that close even cycles when inserted into T, 
undirected loops for the others. Z,C may be looked at as the incidence- 
matrix of the resulting graph. In the latter, however, without an additional 
marking one could not distinguish whether an undirected loop corresponds to 
a column with +2 or one with -2 in top. 
The labelings of G are in l-l correspondence with those in the “looped 
star graph.” (We abstained from reducing the right part of ICC even further; 
this would result in replacement of all undirected loops but one by directed 
loops.) 
One easily reads from the figure. for instance, that if we have at least one 
odd cycle in G, i.e., at least one undirected loop, any index-vector is 
admissible if in F every element can be written as 2x, and that for r = 0 we 
have free parameters corresponding to the directed loops and the undirected 
loops, except possibly for one. 
4. SEMI-MAGIC GRAPHS 
Let G, F and r be as in Section 1. For F = R, Stewart [4] defined Z(G) as 
the (R-linear) space of labelings for r = 0, and S(G) as the space of labelings 
for the index-vectors Aj, A E R, j the all-one vector. He called G semi-magic 
if S(G) #Z(G). Z(G) being the kernel of I,, S(G) the inverse image of the 
span of j, we have dim Z(G) = q - rank IF = q-rank I, C and S(G) = Z(G) if 
j is not an admissible index-vector; dims(G) - 1 = dim Z(G) if it is (cf. 
Theorems 2 and 1’). The same holds for any other field. 
For the general situation we shall denote by Aj the “vector” with all 
components equal to A. E F and define Z(G) and S(G) as above. By 
Theorem 1’ or directly from Z,C we have, with 0 and E as in the end of 
Section 1. 
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LEMMA 3. If G is bipartite, Aj is an admissible index-vector ifs 
(0 -El), = 0. rf G is not bipartite, Aj is an admissible index-vector iff 
pA = 2,u is solvable for p. 
We now restrict ourselves to the case where F is an integral domain. If G 
is bipartite, J.j is admissible for all k if 0 - E = 0 (mod char F) and for no 
J. # 0 otherwise. If G is not bipartite, J.j is admissible for all A if p is even 
and only for those /1 that are multiples of 2 in F if p is odd. In all cases. 
S(G) is a free F-module with a basis consisting of a basis of Z(G) and, if 
S(G) + Z(G), an additional vector that is labeling for lj or 2j (the latter only 
if G is not bipartite, p is odd, char F = 0, and 2 has no inverse in F, which is 
a subcase of (iii) in the following theorem). All modules are saturated 
submodules of Fq. We summarize, using Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 4. Let F be an integral domain. Then Z(G) and S(G) are free 
F-modules. Their ranks are: 
(i) If G is bipartite and 0 = E (mod char F): q -p + 1 and 
q-p+2; 
(ii) if G is bipartite and 0 f E (mod char F): q - p + 1 and 
q-p+ 1; 
(iii) ifG is not bipartite and char F # 2: q -p and q - p + 1: 
(iv) if G is not bipartite, char F = 2 and p is even: q - p + 1 and 
q-p+2; 
(v) if G is not bipartite, char F = 2 and p is odd: q - p + 1 and 
q-p+ 1. 
In the cases where the ranks are equal. the modules are equal. 
This theorem is to be compared with Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 4.1 of ] 3 ]. Note 
that /S/ = / U/ there should be replaced by (S] = ( U1 (mod char .&), that in 
case (iii) of Theorem 3.3 we have f, E Z(G) if char .d = 2, and that in 
Theorem 4.1 to “.,9 has characteristic 2” one should add “and V(G) is even” 
(see also the following examples). The answer to a question raised in 141 for 
F= R (when is Z(G)= S(G)=O, when is Z(G) = S(G) # O?) is clear from 
Theorem 4 and had already been found in [ 1 ] and (31. (It is not clear 
whether Theorem 4.3 in [ 31 is meant for F = IR only. If not, one should read 
IS]-(U] (modchar.9) insteadof ]Sl=]U(). 
EXAMPLES. For the star graph with five vertices we have 
Z(G) = S(G) = (O}, unless char F = 3 when S(G) is spanned by (1, 1, l,l). 
For the triangle, S(G) is the span of (1. 1. l), Z(G) = (0) unless char F = 2 
when Z(G) = S(G). If we add a vertex and an edge from this vertex to a 
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vertex of the triangle we have: if char F= 2, Z(G) is the span of (1, 1, 1,0) 
and S(G) that if (1, 1, 1,O) and (0, l,O, 1); if char Ff 2 however 
Z(G) = {O} and S(G) the span of (0, l,O, 1). 
Remark. If Aj, A# 0, is an admissible index-vector, there is a labeling for 
it that is 0 on all edges not in T iff E E 0 (mod char F), as is clear from 
Fig. 2. This equality holds in cases (i) and (iv) of Theorem 4, and in case 
(iii) it may depend on the choice of T. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS 
Of course a non-connected graph can be treated componentwise. If F is an 
integral domain, say, there is an obvious isomorphism between Z(G) and the 
direct sum of the Z(G,), Gi,..., G, being the components of G. IG is a block 
matrix built of zero blocks and the Zci, and Aj is an admissible index-vector 
iff each of the Gi has Aj as an admissible index-vector (j to be understood as 
the all-one vector of appropriate length). Let us call a connected graph G 
balanced for F if it is bipartite and 0 = E (mod char F) or if char F = 2 and 
p is even, unbalanced for F if it is bipartite and 0 f E (mod char F) or if 
char F = 2 and p is odd (cf. Theorem 4, cases (i) and (iv) and cases (ii) and 
(v), respectively). Note that if char F # 2, non-bipartite graphs are neither 
balanced nor unbalanced! Theorem 4 now gives: 
THEOREM 5. For an integral domain F and a finite graph G without 
loops, r components of which are balanced or unbalanced for F, we have: 
Z(G) is a free module of rank q - p + r, S(G) is a free module of rank 
q - p + r + E, where E = 0 if G has a component that is unbalanced for F 
and E = 1 otherwise. 
Note that rank S(G) = CF=, rank S(G,) -c + r’(G) + E, with c and E as 
above and t’(G) the number of components that is unbalanced for F. This 
equuality appears for F = R in [4], Theorem 2’ where however r’(G) has 
another definition making the result incorrect (one should read 
S(G,) # Z(G,) instead of S(G,) # {O}); the correction was already made in 
I 1 I. 
Note that if char F = 2 or G is bipartite, r = c, so the rank of Z(G) equals 
the cyclomatic number and the nullity over R of the incidence-matrix we get 
if we give G an orientation, i.e., replace in each column one of the +1’s by 
-1. 
Suppose apart from the multiple edges we have already admitted we also 
permit G to have loops. If we account for a loop at vertex xi by a column in 
I, having a 2 in row i and O’s in the other rows, the equation 1,~ = r still 
describes the labeling problem. Twice subtracting the ith column of I,D (if 
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i > 0) shifts the 2 to the top row as f2, and we may proceed as before, since 
again C is an invertible matrix over L. In the graph this procedure 
corresponds to shifting all loops to the root. 
We could also permit some of the edges to be directed, with the 
understanding that the label of such an edge is counted negative at its initial 
vertex. This is expressed in I, y = r if we represent the initial vertex of a 
directed edge by -1 in the corresponding column (and a directed loop by a 
zero column). We can reduce I, to a form as in Section 1 if we permit -1’s 
on the diagonal of C. Note that a zero column in Z,C now corresponds to an 
edge that inserted into T closes a cycle of even “length,” where the “length” 
of a directed edge is 0. What plays a role now is not a possible bipartition in 
the usual sense, but a “bipartition” such that undirected edges have their 
endpoints in different parts and directed edges have their endpoints in 
different parts and directed edges have their endpoints in the same part, i.e.. 
such that two vertices are in the same part iff all paths between them have 
even “length,” in different parts iff all paths between them have odd “length.” 
Of course, this corresponds to the fact that we can also replace a directed 
edge (a, b) by a new vertex c and undirected edges (a, c) and (b. c), giving c 
the fixed index 0. E and 0 have to be defined accordingly. We find for 
instance: 
THEOREM 6. As Theorem 4. with G a j?nite mixed connected graph 
(loops and multiple edges allowed) and bipartite, 0 and E understood in the 
new sense. 
THEOREM I. As Theorem 5, with G a j?nite mixed graph (loops and 
multiple edges allowed), “bipartite” understood in the above sense and 
“(un)balanced’ adapted for the new meaning of bipartite. 
Since a directed graph is “bipartite” with E =p and 0 = 0, we have also, 
using a similar observation as in the remark at the end of Section 4: 
COROLLARY 8. Zf G is a directed graph with c components and F an 
integral domain, then Z(G) is a free F-module of rank q - p + c. S(G) is a 
free module too, and S(G) = Z(G) unless for every component the number of 
vertices is ~0 (mod char F). Zf S(G) #Z(G), there is labeling for j that is 0 
on the edges not in T, for any spanning tree T. 
(The first part is, of course, well known, Z(G) being the cycle-space of G.) 
We remark that the matrix operations for a mixed graph can also be 
copied pictorially. The character of an edge then does not change if one of 
its endpoints is moved along a directed edge, but the moved edge gets an 
arrow directed to the new endpoint if the movement is along an undirected 
edge. Two arrows on one edge cancel each other. 
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6. THE EIGENVALUE -2 OF A LINE GRAPH 
G is again finite, connected, undirected and without loops. The reduction 
of I, leads to another proof of Doob’s theorem on the multiplicity of -2 as 
eigenvalue of a line-graph. 
Let A,,,, be the adjacency matrix of the line-graph of G, having in cell 
(i, j) the number of endpoints common to m, and mj (0, 1 or 2) if i fj, and 0 
in cells (i, i). It is well known that 
A L(G) = I& - 21. 
The eigenvalue -2 of ALo, thus corresponds to the eigenvalue 0 of Z&I,, 
over any integral domain F. (As is well known, over R, -2 is a lower bound 
for the eigenvalues of A,(,,, IhI, being positive semidefinite,) 
Now with C as before we have Ikl,x = 0 iff (IG C)‘(Z, C)(C-‘x) = 0, so 
the kernel of ZLZ, in P is isomorphic to that of (I, C)‘(Z,C). The latter is, 
by an easy calculation and a renumbering of the first p - 1 rows and 
columns. 
in which the J denote all-one matrices of various sizes and not necessarily 
square. 
Subtracting and adding rows and columns we find 
KC’& I, CL = 
K and L being integral matrices with integral inverses, i.e., invertible when 
considered as matrices over F, so the kernel we look for is isomorphic to that 
of the new matrix. We now see: 
THEOREM 9 (M. Doob). Let F be an integral domain. If char F = 2, the 
kernel of ILI, is a free F-module of rank q - p + 2 ij’p is even, and of rank 
q - p f 1 ifp is odd. If char F # 2, it is a free module of rank q - p if G is 
582b/30/3-4 
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not bipartite, of rank q - p + 1 if G is bipartite and p f 0 (mod char F) and 
of rank q - p + 2 if G is bipartite and p E 0 (mod char F). 
(See Theorems 3.3-3.5 of [2].) 
Note that we could replace “integral domain of char = 2, #2 resp.” by 
“commutative ring with unit element 1 and 2 . 1 = 0, 2 . 1 not a zero-divisor 
resp.” Also note that we get again the same formula in the cases where G is 
balanced {unbalanced) for F. If F = R, of course, we have an easier proof 
using rank I’,Z, = rank I, and Theorem 2. 
The column space of &I, equals that of Zg1,CL and is isomorphic to 
that of KC’I:,I,CL, so it also free and of rank complementary to that of the 
kernel. The geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0, i.e., the rank of the 
kernel, is not necessarily equal to the algebraic multiplicity, i.e., the 
maximum j for which Aj divides det(Z’,Z, -A) in the ring Fjh] (take 
char F = 5 and the path of length 4). It equals, however, the algebraic 
multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of KC’IbZ,CL, as can be calculated 
directly. The multiplicities are equal, of course, if F = R, IkI, being 
symmetric. 
The kernel of &I, contains that of I,, i.e.. Z(G). If the kernels have equal 
rank, they are equal. being saturated submodules of P. They are not equal 
iff (i) p = 0 (char F) and (ii) G bipartite or char F = 2 (cf. Theorem 2). Now 
note that I:;Z,;.u is a labeling that we get from the labeling x in the following 
way. 
Take the index-vector I,.K, then add for each edge the indexes of its 
endpoints (i.e., replace the labels of each edge by twice that label and add the 
labels of all adjacent edges. those of parallel edges even twice). For x’ to be 
not in the kernel if I,; but in that of Z’,Z, we need therefore an admissible 
index-vector that is not zero but has alternate values along every path, from 
which we see again that it is necessary that char F = 2 or G is bipartite. 
Now if char F = 2, such an index-vector is iLj, 1 f 0, and there is one iff p 
is even (Lemma 3). and if char F # 2, there is one iff G is bipartite and the 
sum of the columns of I,D (as in Section 1) with - 1 in top minus the sum 
of the columns with +l in top is $1, i.e., -(E- 1) t Or +I or p- 0 
(mod char F). In all cases such an x can be found that is 0 on all edges that 
are not in T. 
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